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Exchange rate determination

• Traditional angles:
• Macroeconomic (dis)connect: Pavlova and Rigobon (2007), Itskhoki and Mukhin

(2021).

• Asset pricing factors: Lustig, Roussanov, and Verdelhan (2011).

• Market microstructure: Sarno and Taylor (2001).

• Recent additions:
• Supply and demand: Koijen and Yogo (2020).

• Intermediary constraint: Du, Tepper, and Verdelhan (2018), Du, Hébert, and
Huber (2022).

• This paper: brings together several strands.
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This paper

• Objective:

1. Estimate elasticity of Chilean FX market.

2. Identify dealer hedging as a cause for Chilean CIP deviations.

• Approach:
• Uninformed trade induced by Chilean financial advisory.

• Chilean pension funds vary by fund type (A through E) and not by manager.
• FyF makes frequent recommendations, especially for Funds A and E.

• Linking daily data on fund flow to exchange rate prices.

• Discussion plan:

1. Clarify a key assumption in elasticity estimation.

2. Suggest a deeper dive into the cause of CIP deviations in Chile.
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Elasticity of Chilean FX market

• Estimation:
• Foreign currency trade following FyF rec: $858 M (=AUM in A × % flow to A

× 0.69).
• When FyF recommends a portfolio switch from Fund E to Fund A, exposure to

USD increases by 69% on average.
• Avg foreign investments in Fund A: 75%.
• Avg foreign investments in Fund E: 6%.

• Depreciation of CLP against USD: 0.59%(= 0.85%× 0.69).

• ⇒ Uninformed purchase of $1B leads to CLP depreciation of 0.69%.

• Key assumption: FX flow, not AUM flow, is uninformed.
• Managers make foreign purchases following FyF recs without timing the market.
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Chilean pensions have diversified portfolios
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Chilean pensions’ USD investment fluctuates
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Timing and exchange rate
• Findings:

• Fund flow responds 4 days after FyF rec.
• Spot FX responds immediately after FyF rec.
• No evidence of FX reversal within 10 days.

• Authors’ interpretation:
• Market participants all know that FyF buy recs will induce uninformed fund flow

and thereby FX purchase flow so they trade in anticipation of the actual flow.
• But uninformed flow induced price movement should revert?

• An alternative story:
• t+ 1: Market participants buy some USD to sell to pension managers.
• t+ 4: Pension managers buy some USD to invest inflows abroad. However, they

internalize price impact and smooth out purchases, keeping FX high for days.

• Implications:
• True that FyF buy recs induce USD purchase and depreciate CLP.
• Elasticity estimation must circumvent any market timing induced endogeneity.
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CIP and deviations in advanced economies

• Textbook no-arbitrage: st − ft,t+1 = rUSD
t,t+1 − rCLP

t,t+1.

• What connects spot and forward? Trades by arbitrageurs including dealers.
• Dealers can’t have net FX exposures.
• If they have a net spot exposure, they hedge with forward.
• If they have a net forward exposure, they hedge with spot.

• Negative CIP basis: st − ft,t+1 > rUSD
t,t+1 − rCLP

t,t+1.
• Either st too high or ft,t+1 too low.

• In advanced economies:
• Spot exchange rate is competitive.

• Forward market less competitive.
• Dealers price forwards and have balance sheet costs.
• To hedge out forward exposure requires trading in spot and holding till maturity,

the corresponding balance sheet cost inserts a wedge in ft,t+1.
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CIP and deviations in Chile

• Hedging by CLP dealers links the spot and forward markets.
• Spot: dealers buy USD from foreigner to sell USD to locals.
• Forward: dealers buy USD forward to cover short position vis-à-vis foreigners.
• st, ft,t+1 both ↑, helps maintain CIP.

• Key finding: following FyF buy recommendations, CLP CIP deviations
become more negative.

• Key question: where is the intermediation wedge?
• In AE, dealers insert wedge (B/S cost, market power) in the forward market.
• In Chile, forwards are NDF.

• Global market ⇒ competitive?
• Cash settled in USD, no need to hold CLP till maturity ⇒ low B/S cost?

• Is the distortion in the spot market? Is it market power?
• Is this a generalizable difference between AE vs. (NDF) EM?
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Conclusion

• Really cool setting to study FX, especially in EM.

• Strong evidence that FX responds to flow.

• Potential refinements:
• Estimate the elasticity accounting for pension managers’ strategic behavior.

• Identify the intermediation wedge that causes CIP deviations in a market with
NDFs and regulated local spot market.
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